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MUSIC SYSTEMS OF THE FUTURE

WALL MOUNTED BACKGROUND MUSIC SYSTEM

NSM Music’s background music system, BGM, is the
latest in technology, bringing the highest quality musical
sounds instantly to your venue. There are 15000 tracks
stored in the BGM divided into easy to use categories,
genres and decade groups. The tracks are easily
updatable and genres range from Bach to boogie
woogie. NSM’s user-friendly software allows you to be
the Music Master, programming the tracks to play when
you require them.
The 19" screen allows quick and accurate navigation in
a matter of seconds to create a playlist, find a particular
artist/song, start or stop the track playing, move tracks up
and down the play list, even shuffle the list to give it a
random feel.
Background music systems offer the ability to create ambiance
instead of entertainment. Clients include restaurants, retail stores, bars and
venues bars where high quality versatile music systems are required.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Motherboard: ITX Epia EN15000G Embedded Motherboard 
Processor:       
Memory:           1GB Crucial DDR2 533 MHz
Display:             

Graphics:          
Hard Drive:       250GB SATA Western Digital   
Updates:           DVD Drive & USB Ports
Music:                15000 Tracks shipped with box (approx)

TV Output + TV Throughput
Regular updates by subscription
Selection Mechanism
Schedules selections

#Advisory control ratings

*

1.5GHz VIA C7® Processor

Integrated VIA UniChrome™ Pro AGP

can prevent swear words playing, controversial songs, etc

19" Samsung / AUO  TFT
Touchglass:        Projective Capacitive Touchscreen

*

can hold approx 60,000 audio songs / 4000 hours of music
# 

135mm480mm

450mm

16KG

DIMENSIONS

All details were correct at the time of Publication. NSM Music reserve the right to make subsequent changes to specifications or services anytime.
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